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Workshop lamp

PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Product description
Workshop lamp useful in every workshop, car or home, especially during work or other activities in underexposed 
places or after dusk. It is designed for professional use.

Characteristics
 . 10 W, 550 lm, COB LED main lighting providing good illumination of the workplace;
 . additional, top LED lighting, 5 W, 250 lm;
 . regulation of the lighting power makes it easy to adjust the brightness of lighting depending on needs;
 . IP54 ingress protection allows for the use of the product even in unfavourable weather conditions;
 . Li-Ion 3,7 V, 2000 mAh battery;
 . docking base which can be attached to wall hooks for convenient storage of the lamp;
 . docking base has USB port so it can be used as a charger for the lamp;
 . lamp charging directly via USB port or by using the docking base, power cord included;
 . charging time 2,5 h;
 . maximum working time up to 3-3,5 h hours of lighting;
 . POWER BANK function – it can be used as a charger for other accessories;
 . 4 operating modes: main light, top light, main red light, main red flashing light;
 . battery charge level indicator;
 . lamp base rotated by 360° and additionally by 90°;
 . hook that can be rotated by 360°;
 . 2 magnets in the base and the hook allow you to install the lamp on any metal surface and illuminate  

the workplace;
 . made of high-quality, non-slip ABS;
 . profiled body;
 . it meets the requirements of LED energy class (from A++ to A).
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